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Abstract
The authors present two visual articulation models for speech
synthesis and methods to obtain them from measured data.
The visual articulation models are used to control visible
articulator movements described by six motion parameters:
one for the up-down movement of the lower jaw, three for the
lips and two for the tongue (see section 2.1 for details). To
obtain the data, a female speaker was measured with the 2Darticulograph AG100 [1] and simultaneously filmed. The first
visual articulation model is a hybrid data and rule based
model that selects and combines most similar viseme patterns
(section 2.3.). It is retrieved more or less directly from the
measurements. The second model (section 2.4.) is rule based,
following the dominance principal suggested by Löfqvist
[2][3]. The parameter values for the second model are derived
from the first one. Both models are integrated into MASSY,
the Modular Audiovisual Speech SYnthesizer [4].

1. Introduction
Producing and perceiving speech is the natural way of
communication. Man-machine-communication in many cases
might be improved by speech, where one important aspect is
speech output. But research has shown that the possible
advantage decreases by growing level of abstraction from
natural speech [5][6]. As human speech communication
consists of several information streams, a coherent
presentation of audible and visible speech should enhance
several quality parameters compared to audio only
presentation [7]. MASSY - the system for which the
presented articulation models are developed - is implemented
according to the framework for audiovisual speech
synthesizers [8]. This framework provides module interface
specifications which allow to exchange modules, to evaluate
their specific advantages, and to detect their potential weak
points. Figure 1 shows a system overview. A plain text serves
as system input. The phonetic articulation module creates the
phonetic information, which consists of an appropriate phone
chain on the one hand and - as prosodic information - phone
and pause durations and a fundamental frequency curve on
the other hand. From this data, the audio synthesis module
generates the audio signal and the visual articulation module
generates motion information. The audio signal and the
motion information are merged by the face module to create
the complete animation. The present paper is focused on the
implementation of the visual articulation module.
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Figure 1: Schematic system overview of MASSY.

2. Visual articulation module
Phones are realized differently depending on the specific
context of potentially all preceding and following phones. The
visual articulation module gets a phone chain as input and
returns for each phone the motion parameter values that
consider the context.
2.1. Motion parameters
As visible motion parameters where chosen lip width, jaw
height, lip height, tongue tip height, tongue back height, and
lower lip retraction. The lip width (LipW) is 0 at neutral
position, 1 at maximum narrowing and –1 at maximum
spreading. For the production of some vowels the real vocal
tract is shortened by lip spreading, for some other vowels
lengthened by lip protrusion. A negative correlation between
lip spreading and protrusion is assumed, as there is no

acoustic-articulatory need to spread the lips while protruding
them or to narrow them without protrusion. Hence, lip
rounding and narrowing are no separate motion parameters.
The height of the lower jaw (LJawH) is 0 at closed jaw and 1
at maximum opening. The lip height (LipH) is 0 at neutral
position relative to the upper and lower teeth – independent
from the jaw height. It is 1 at maximum lip closure and –1 at
maximum opening. The tongue tip height (TongueTipH) and
tongue back height (TongueBackH) is 0 at relaxed tongue in
the lower jaw and 1 at tongue contact at the alveoli or the
palate, respectively. For labiodental constrictions the
retraction of the lower lip (LLipR) is 0 at normal and 1 at
retracted position. The set of motion parameters was chosen
with respect to the visibility of German phones displayed by
MASSY. It may be adapted for different languages or
applications.
2.2. Phone to viseme mapping
All phones (not phonemes, because allophones are taken
into account) that are necessary to produce audible German
speech were used as base alphabet [9]. The visually nearly
undistinguishable phones are grouped to visemes. The
mapping of phones to visemes depends on the reduction of
articulatory parameters. As the voicing is not visualized
(presuming that it is not visible) voiced and unvoiced
consonants that do not differ in visual characteristics are
treated the same. E.g. /p/ and /b/ are grouped in one viseme.
Additionally plosives and nasals with the same place of
articulation are grouped together, because the velum position
is not mentioned. So /m/ also belongs to this viseme. The
tongue corona height is not regarded, but the lateral /l/ may
differ in tongue back height and therefore is conceived as a
separate viseme. As /h/ is only distinct in the laryngeal (and
maybe pharyngeal) setting, which is not visualized, and
adapts to any neighboring visemes, it is assumed not to
belong to any viseme.
2.3. Pattern selection algorithm
One visual articulation model realized in MASSY implements
a pattern selection algorithm. The target positions (i.e. a
complete set of motion parameter values) of all consonantic
visemes in the context of each vocalic viseme and of all
vocalic visemes in the context of each consonantic viseme are
stored in a pattern database. A phone chain to be synthesized
is transformed into a viseme chain. For each viseme of this
viseme chain the algorithm selects the most similar patterns
regarding the nearest preceding and subsequent vowel in case
of consonant (C|V) or the nearest preceding and subsequent
consonant in case of vowel (V|C), respectively. The stored
target positions of the selected patterns are weighted
averaged. The weight of a target position is reciprocal to the
distance of the context viseme from the current viseme in the
viseme chain. E.g. in the viseme chain /atmo/ the /t/ has the
distance dleft=1 from /a/ and dright=2 from /o/. The parameter
values for the /t/ are combined 1/3 from (/t/|/o/) and 2/3 from
(/t/|/a/). Equation (1) generalizes this calculation for
consonants.

d left ⋅ P(C | Vright ) + d right ⋅ P (C n | Vleft )

(1)
d left + d right
where T is the target position,
dleft is the distance from the nearest preceding vowel,
dright is the distance to the nearest subsequent vowel,
P(C|V) is the stored parameter value of the consonant
C in context of the vowel V
T=

2.4. Dominances, ideals, and reality

The second visual articulation model calculates the real target
position of each viseme based on fictitious ideal positions of
each articulator and the strength (the dominance) to control
this articulator. In contrast to other dominance model
implementations [10], the model used in MASSY only
defines the target positions and not the transitions. As
simplification, only one parameter expresses the influence on
neighboring phones and the susceptibility to neighbors.
Additionally the right sided and left sided dominance are
assumed to be equal. Furthermore, as the quasi-stationary
phases, the target positions are always held for a fixed fraction
(currently 60%) of the phone duration centered in the phone.
The relative duration and temporal position of the quasistationary phase may be varied per articulator and viseme in
order to achieve a more exact articulation model. Equation (2)
defines the context-dependently adjusted target position.
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where T is the target position,
D is the dominance, 0 <= D <= 1
I is the ideal position,
the index n means the current viseme,
indices greater n indicate phones on the right side,
indices smaller n indicate phones on the left side.
The ideal value of the current viseme is weighted by the
dominance of the current viseme. The rest (1-Dn) is taken half
by half from both adjacent visemes weighted by their
dominances and so on. If no abort criterion is used, the
denominator equals 1, otherwise it normalizes all weights.
2.5. Face model

MASSY’s 3D face model is realized in VRML [11] and uses
the six motion parameters provided by the visual articulation
models. The difference of the neutral 3D model to the model
deformed to the maximum position of one articulator
constitutes an articulator displacement. The displacement
vectors of all affected vertices besides the concerning vertex
index are stored as a so called displacer (H-Anim 2001, [12]).
The possible articulator positions result from linear
combinations of the vertex displacement vectors contained in
the displacers (figure 2). A facial animation is generated from
a sequence of motion parameter values.

3. Measurements
The visual articulation of MASSY should look as natural as
possible. Therefore the visual articulation models have to be
derived from the articulation motions of humans. One
possible way to get information about articulation motions is
to take an x-ray movie of an articulating person. But that
method of cineradiography would require a long time x-ray
exposure that goes ahead with unjustifiable danger for the
health of the test person [13]. Apart from that, it is hardly
possible to extract detailed positions of specific points on the
articulation organs from it. The electromagnetic articulography in contrast allows to collect exact data without such
disadvantages. The present measurements are made with the
Carstens AG 100 electromagnetic articulograph which allows
to survey motions of articulation at some discrete points of
articulation very precisely - even if they take pace within the
mouth.
3.1. Experiment setup

The head of the test speaker is fixed in a helmet in which
transmitters produce an electromagnetic field. With little
receiver coils fixed on articulation organs in the midsagittal
plane the induced current is measured every 5 milliseconds
with a spatial resolution of 0.25 mm. By calculating the
distance of each receiver coil from the transmitter, the
position of the coils can be obtained in two dimensions. The
experimental setup is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Experiment overview: test speaker with AG
100 helmet, monitor, microphone and video camera.

Figure 2: MASSY’s face with neutral articulator
positions (no displacements)(a), with lower jaw at
maximum opening (b), and combined displacer setting
(c). The six displacers correspond to the motion
parameters as described in section 2.1.

Eight receiver coils were fastened in and on the test
persons head. But only six of them had the function to acquire
motions of the articulation organs. The other two receiver
coils were positioned on the root of the nose and on the upper
incisors. They were necessary as references to measure little
interfering head motions that had to be eliminated from the
motion data of the articulating organs after the experiment.
Names and positions of the eight receiver coils are shown in
figure 4, the test person with the fastened coils is shown in
figure 5.

3.2. Patterns

15 German vowels (in IPA [15]: a, e, i, o, u, , ø, y, , , , ,
, , ) are combined with 9 German consonantic visemes to
135 different consonant-vowel combinations. The brackets in
the following list contain all phones that are combined to one
viseme:
bilabial plosives and nasal {p, b, m}
alveolar plosives and nasal {t, d, n}
velar plosives and nasal{k, , }
labiodental fricatives{f, v}
alveolar fricatives {s, z}
postalveolar fricatives { , }
palatal fricatives { , j}
velar/uvular fricatives {x, }
alveolar lateral approximant {l}
Figure 4: Midsagittal sketch (from [14]) with labeled
receiver coils.
1) root of the nose (reference)
2) upper incisors (reference)
3) upper lip
4) lower lip
5) jaw
6) tongue tip
7) tongue blade
8) tongue dorsum
The six measure points on the organs of speech provide
information about different articulation features. The
horizontal movement of the upper and lower lip coils show
how much the lips are protruded or retracted. Additionally,
the vertical distance between the lip coils together with the
distance of the upper incisors and jaw coils can be converted
into lip opening independent of the jaw opening. Related to
the reference coils, the jaw coil describes the jaw opening.
The remaining three coils yield data about the complex
motion of the tongue.

Each CV combination was formed to a four syllable
pattern of the form CVCVCVCV (e.g. /mamamama/).

4. Determining articulation models from the
measurements
4.1. Pattern model

The measurements lead more or less directly to a pattern
model for the pattern selection algorithm as described in
section 2.3. The third vowel of each measured CVCVCVCV
pattern is used to determine its target position in the context
of the consonant and vice versa.
The upper lip protrusion indicates the lip narrowing. But
the upper lip retraction results in a strong deformation of the
lip. Though the upper lip position on the X-axis does not
provide proper data of the lip spreading. Therefore the video
of the measurements is analyzed to determine the lip width.
At the extreme position inside the consonant or vowel,
respectively, the lip width in pixels is extracted out of the
video frame.
The other motion parameters are calculated by the
following set of equations which are described below. The
coil names are followed by X or Y to represent their position
on the X- or Y-axis, respectively. As simplification a linear
motion of the articulators is assumed and the main component
either parallel to the x- or the y-axis is used.
LJawH
LipH
LLipR
TongueTipH
TongueBackH

Figure 5: Test person with fixed receiver coils on her
nose, lips and tongue (and, covered by the lips, on
upper and lower incisors).

= jaw Y
= lower lip Y – upper lip Y – 1.06 · jaw Y
= (lower lip Y + 2) · upper lip Y – 1.4
= tongue tip Y – 0.925 · jaw Y
= tongue dorsum Y – 0.581 · jaw Y
(3a-e)

For the jaw opening, the position of the jaw coil on the Yaxis is taken and normalized to range from 0 (minimum
opening) to 1 (maximum opening), so the radial motion of the
lower jaw is neglected (equation 3a).
The lip height is calculated as the difference of the lower
and upper lip coils on the Y-axis reduced by the jaw opening
(equation 3b). The coefficient for the relation of the lower lip

and jaw movements is determined geometrically at the test
speaker (figure 6).
The motion parameter set includes the retraction of the
lower lip to model labiodental constrictions. But the measured
female speaker realized the labiodental fricatives differently.
Labiodentals and bilabials differed only marginally in jaw or
lower lip retraction. But the tested speaker lifted the upper lip
while raising the lower lip to the upper incisors. The
combined value shall increase with the height of the lower lip
attenuated by the lowness of the upper lip. Therefore the
height of the lower lip is adjusted to the minimum equals 0
and multiplied with the (always positive) height of the upper
lip. Labiodentals always are above a threshold of 1.4 and all
other visemes below (equation 3c). Values below are
truncated before normalization.
The tongue tip height is calculated (equation 3d) from the
difference on the Y-axis between tongue tip and jaw. The
latter is multiplied by a coefficient determined geometrically
at the test speaker (figure 6). The tongue back height is
determined identically (equation 3e).

phone chains as measured for the pattern model. Then, for
each motion parameter, all differences between the calculated
and the measured target positions are squared and summed
and taken as optimization criterion (error).
Testing all possible value assignments of the dominance
model would lead to a global optimum. But is not possible
because to vary every variable only in a 10 step range would
result in 1048 different possibilities. Even if one calculation of
the error took only a nanosecond the execution would last
3*1031 years. No slim lining could have a sufficient effect.
In order to determine the dominances and the fictitious
ideal positions a start value for each dominance and ideal
position is estimated. Then this preliminary dominance model
is used to calculate the same phone chains as measured. A
model with randomly varied dominances and ideal positions
is tested in each iteration and taken over in case of smaller
error. The amount of variation is reduced with decreasing
error.
Different start conditions are tested. All dominances set to
1 and the averaged real target positions used as ideal position
lead to quick convergence. The optimization process is
interrupted after three days of execution time. The
approximation is assumed to be good enough – whether it is a
local or global optimum is unknown.

5. Conclusion

Figure 6: Schematic view of the coil positions related
to the jaw joint on the test speaker and the face mode
for the geometric determination of the jaw to tongue
relation.
All parameters are normalized to range between 0 and 1
or –1 and 1, respectively, as described in section 2.1. The
positions of the coils are taken at the time of minimum change
of the values obtained by the equations 3a-e, i.e. minimum
motion of the articulators under investigation. The time is
calculated per articulator but neglected by the articulation
model, because it currently does not provide phase shifted
motion of articulators inside one viseme.
4.2. Dominance model

It is not trivial to determine a dominance model from the
pattern model, because the dominance function which is used
to calculate the target positions is not invertible. Furthermore,
for each motion parameter 2·15·9=270 data points are derived
from the 135 single measurements (as two positions are
extracted per measured pattern: one for the consonant and one
for the vowel). However, the dominance model is defined by
one ideal position and one dominance value per viseme, i.e.
2·(15+9)=48 values. Hence, the variables of the dominance
model are over defined by the patterns and therefore an
equation system would not have a result (as the measured
human being does not follow any dominance model). But
reverse, an existing dominance model can create the same

The presented paper describes two articulation models for
audiovisual speech synthesis and the methods to obtain them.
The models differ in characteristics concerning engineering
aspects and in type. Both models produce plausible
audiovisual speech within MASSY. Evaluations regarding the
system’s intelligibility and computing performance will be
carried out. The motion parameters used by MASSY will be
evaluated by an analysis of the measurements. The number of
dimensions of the coil data will be reduced by a principal
component analysis and compared with the set of motion
parameters. The assumed negative correlation between lip
spreading and rounding will be investigated by comparing the
lip width extracted from the video and the lip protrusion
measured with the articulograph.
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